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THE SOFTWARE 
THAT'S SIMPLE

SimplicityChrom CDS Software – Designed with You in Mind.
Laboratories in nearly every industry are continuously faced with growing demands for increased throughput, improved margins, and 
more efficient processes. To meet these goals, you need an instrument and a software platform that work together to create more 
effective and easy-to-use workflows. 

Meet Simplicity™Chrom, a modern, intuitive and flexible CDS software platform that enables users to efficiently control their 
instrument, process data, and generate results. Pair this functionality with the peace of mind of 21 CFR Part 11 compliance and 
industry-leading service and support, and you’re free to focus on what matters most – your analytical goals.

SimplicityChrom Features and Benefits include:
• Modern design, balancing the power you need with user-friendly 

iconography and easy-to-learn workflows

• Efficient creation and printing of reports directly from the Data 
Review and Acquisition modules

• Smart interface offering notifications to keep you informed and 
working efficiently

• Management of accounts and profiles directly in SimplicityChrom, 
simplifying the administration process and mitigating many 
common IT challenges associated with domain management

• Powerful search and filter features in Audit Trail for a  
superior user experience

• Tools to meet 21 CFR Part 11 compliance requirements,  
such as audit trail, lab management, and review/approve,  
are integrated into the main application for greater access  
and productivity
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End-to-End Control
Everything you need in one place.
SimplicityChrom enables you to complete all your data-processing 
and instrument-control needs in one, easy-to-use application. Bold 
and intuitive iconography make learning and designing workflows 
easy for both novice and expert users.

Intuitive Design
All the power you need, without the complication you don’t.
On a single screen, SimplicityChrom allows you to view data 
tables and chromatograms for a given analyte across multiple 
samples to identify trends, save time, and perform better data 
analysis. Automatic recalculation of results saves time and reduces 
the potential for error, as users see changes in real time.

Efficient Compliance
Compliance doesn’t have to be complicated.
SimplicityChrom streamlines your compliance activities, incorporating 
all 21 CFR Part 11 functionality in one, easy-to-use platform. 
Additionally, administrators can manage user access directly in the 
CDS application, mitigating many unnecessary IT challenges.

Customized Experiences
Designed for the most important user – you.
Note all users process or visualize data the same way. 
SimplicityChrom allows you to create customized layouts and 
workflows to meet your process, allowing users to quickly and 
easily rearrange and save their workspaces in the Acquisition 
and Data Review environments.

For more information on SimplicityChrom,  
visit www.perkinelmer.com/LC300


